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-Course description:
This course is designed for students with basic English background in the 
training of their listening ability. The text we use in this class, Active 
Listening 1, “offers students 20 engaging, task-based units—each built around 
a topic, function, or grammatical theme. Students learn to listen through a 
careful balance of activities including listening for gist, listening for 
specific information, and making inferences.” For this semester we will cover 
10 units.

-Syllabus:

1. 9/22  Orientation/ test
2. 9/29  Before you begin: learn how to listen
  Listening for the main idea / for specific information /between the lines
3. 10/6  No class (Mid-autumn festival)
4. 10/13 Unit 1: Meeting New People
  Choosing appropriate responses/ understanding person information 
  questions
5. 10/20 Unit 2: Brothers and Sisters
  Understanding descriptions of people /following dirctions
6. 10/27 Unit 3: Numbers
  Understanding and processing numbers / understanding sports scores
7. 11/3  Unit 4: Let’s eat!
  Inferring topics / understanding suggestions
8. 11/10 Unit 5: Your free time
  Identifying frequency/ confirming and revising predictions
9. 11/17 Midterm exam
10. 11/24 Unit 6: That’s a nice shirt
  Understanding descriptions of clothing /understanding reasons
11. 12/1 Unit 7: Furniture and houses
  Inferring topics/ understanding descriptions of things
12. 12/8 Unit 8: How do you start your day?
  Identifying routines/ understanding questions about activities
13. 12/15 Unit 9: I’d like to see that!
  Understanding responses/ inferring kinds of movies /understanding 
  evaluations.
14. 12/22 Unit 10: Where is it?
  Following directions / identifying locations
15. 12/29 Review
16. 1/5  Movie
17. 1/12 Review Test
18. 1/19 Final exam

-Text
 Helgesen, Marc and Steven Brown, -Text:   Active Listening (Intro)  
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1995. (Now also available in the Caves of our 
school.)

-Requirements:
1. You are required to train yourself concentrate in class.
2. Don’t make it a habit of being late for class. Doing so for more than 5 
times your 
grade will suffer at least 10% loss.
3. Don’t cut class. Inform me, your instructor, about the reason of your 
absence either 
beforehand or afterwards. Each time you cut class, you lose 5% of your grade.  
Anyone cutting classes for three times in a row will be kicked out of class
automatically.

Grading:
1. Midterm and Final exam-----------------------------40% and 45%
2. In class responsiveness and attentiveness/ quiz---15%




